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         Imagine a puzzle made of ice and snow. That's what building an igloo is like!

The Inuit, who live in the Arctic, are experts at constructing these snow shelters.

The secret lies in using blocks of packed snow and shaping them into a dome-like

structure.

          Have you ever wondered how people stay

warm in freezing cold places? Well, let's take a

journey to the icy lands where igloos are more than

just snow houses – they're cozy shelters that keep

people warm!

          Igloos are warm because they trap warm air inside. You see, the thick walls of

an igloo insulate the interior from the frigid outside air. As you breathe and use heat

sources like lamps, your breath and the warmth from the lamps create a cozy

pocket of air inside the igloo.

          When people gather inside an igloo, their bodies generate heat. This heat adds

to the warmth already trapped inside. It's like everyone is sharing their warmth,

making the igloo feel like a toasty hideaway.

          Igloos have tiny windows made of clear ice blocks. These windows allow a

little sunlight to enter, warming up the inside even more. The ice windows also help

to control the temperature, preventing it from getting too hot or too cold.
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         The Inuit have been building and using igloos for generations. They understand

the land and know how to make the most of what's around them. The design of an

igloo is a testament to their deep understanding of survival in extreme conditions.

          So, the next time you think about an igloo, remember that it's not just a simple

snow shelter. It's a brilliant invention that uses air, sunlight, and the warmth of

people to create a snug haven in the midst of icy landscapes. Isn't that a fascinating

way to stay warm?
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2) What does "insulate" mean?

A) To make something cold

B) To provide light

C) To protect from heat loss

D) To create windows from ice

3) What does "cozy" mean?

A) Cold and freezing

B) Slippery and icy

C) Dark and mysterious

D) Warm and comfortable

1) What is the main reason igloos stay warm inside?

A) Thick walls

B) Magic

C)  Ice windows

D) Underground heating

4) What is the main purpose of constructing igloos?
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5) How do igloos use air to stay warm inside?

6) How do the ice windows in igloos contribute to the interior environment?

7) How does the collaborative body heat of people inside an igloo create a

comfortable atmosphere?

8) How do igloos re!ect the wisdom of the Inuit?

9) Why is the construction of an igloo more like putting together a puzzle?
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